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Library installs new check-out system
By MARYANNE GROBUSKY
TJ news reporter
!n the fall, students will be
able to check out books in a
fraction of the time it takes
now due tn the library's installment of a new computerized system.
The computer, the Automated Circulation System, will
perform numerous library procedures, such as check books
in and out, keep a log of the
entire book inventory, keep a
record of persons having books
checked out and the due dates,
Also, the computer will create
overdue notices and recall messages to send to students.
"We expect to begin checking books out by the second
term of summer school in
July," Laurance Mitlin, dean of
library services,said.
One of the biggest differences between the new system
and the current one is the elimination of paperwork.
"We figure it takes around
two minutes to check out a
book because of all what has to
be filled out on the checkout
cards," Mitlin said.
With the new system, a patron submits his ID card to the
assistant who reads it into the
computer. Mitlin said the process will take "around two seconds."
Students who will check out
books beginning in July will
Withers-Macfeat
"It is the intention of the
Committee on College Relations to recommend to the
Winthrop Board of Trustees
on April 22 that both
Macfeat Nursery and Withers
Kindergarten be continued,
with moderate fee increases,
in an effort toward making
the programs self-sustaining."
Mary Sue McElveen, board
member and chairman of the
Committee on College Relations, released this statement
to TJ Friday.
j
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have a bar-code label adhered to
the back of their ID card when
they come to the library. Students who obtained IDs last fall
already have the label.
The label is a code number
for the student and is read into
the computer along with the
book, which has a code label,
also.
Mitlin said until all the books
are logged into the system,
there will be a period in which
both the new and present systerns will be used. It is estimated
the library has around 190,000
books. Until then, signs will
be posted in the library designating call numbers for books
that will lave to be checked
out by the present system,
One advantage -of the
system is the easier use of library
materials. "We know many students have not checked out
books because of the effort
quired by the old system,
Mitlin said. The new system
eliminates all effort by the
students and makes it easier to
request books. Also, the system
will keep records more accurately.
According to Mitlin, the
library had begun requesting
funds for the new system
around eight years ago.
"The administration of the
college always agreed that the
installation of the system was a
good idea," Mitlin said. In 1980,
President Vail was able to ob-

tain those funds. The $170,000
system was installed in February, 1981.
"President Vail always supported this and we appreciate
his efforts to obtain the
money," he said.
This is the most widely used
circulation system, Mitlin said.

"I think it's going to be a
Over 300 libraries are using it
around the world. The only very big advantage to students
other state library using the at Winthrop," remarks Mitlin of
the new system. "I'm sure the
system is Spartanburg County.
Winthrop is the first college students will appreciate the
in the state to have an ON- service it provides."
"The only reason we installed
LINE library system, Mitlin
said. 'This means we can pro- the system is to improve library
vide immediate, up-to-date in- services, and we're confident it
will do just that."
formation in our files."

Jan Hardy receives the Mary Mildred Sullivan Award from Dr. Mary T. Iittlejohn at the Honors and
Awards Dinner. Related story on page 16. (PAO photo)

Speed limit is enforced on campus
campus.
"It was instated on March
22. Since then we have given
out 50 warnings," Lb. Pat
Students should be aware of
the new speed limit program Kirkpatrick said.
that has been enforced on
Security is no longer using
the clock system, which was
following the cars at a certain
<flstance to check their speed.
Kirkpatrick said, "This was too
difficult to do with students
walking around."
By TERRI DIETRICH
TJ news reporter

Winthrop
chorus

WBTOLvOP CHORUS will
Radar is now being used by
perform Thursday at 8 p j n . in
the Winthrop College School of •the officers to detect speeding.
"Our men are stationed in cerMusic Recital Hall. The chorus
consists of 70 male and female tain places where we haw restudents, who are both music ceived complaints of speeding,"
majors and non-majors, cHrected Kirkpatrick said.
by Donald Rogers, instructor of
Hie procedure used by Semusic at Winthrop. The program
will consist of Mozart's "Te curity is similar to that the
highway department uses. "If a
Deum" and selections from
"Frostiana," a collection of poe- student is stopped, Security will
call
the office to check the
try by Robert Frost and music
by Randall Thompson. The con- student's record. Every regiscert is open to the public at no tered vehicle on campus has a
charge. For more information, file with information on warning; and tickets the student has
call 2236.

received. If this is the first
offense on speeding a written
warning will be issued, which
contains no fine. If they have
already been warned the offiwill give them a stete dtation. This citation is just Hke a
speeding ticket. Fines will be
issued and points will be taken
off the license," Kirkpatrick
said.

enough to stop at 20 mph when
a student walks out. Any faster
than that could be dangerous.
Students are not always in the
crosswalks. When they're in
hurry to get to class they tend
to dash out from all areas. Many
times they emerge from behind
parked cars. It could scare you
to death as it is. Speeding,
doesn't need to be added to
it," Kirkpatrick said.

Security has had to issue
A pedestrian has never been
only one state citation since
this program has been in ef- hit by a moving vehicle on campus, although a few incidents
fect.
have happened on Oakland Avenue.
Students are also reminded
that pedestrians have the rightWinthrop has never had a car
of-way cm campus.
colfision due to speeding either.
'This is something we want to
"If a vehicle docs not stop maintain. I've witnessed one of
for students, the driver will be the accidents on Oakland Aveissued a Winthrop citation," nue. It was a bad feeling. We
Kirkpatrick said.
don't want it to happen here. So
I would fike students to please
•The reason for this action consider the danger and be
is because the students are our aware of others," Kirkpatrick
main concern and it is difficult said.
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Newshriefs
Kappa Alpha Psi holds beer raffle
Win a case of beer of your choica for only 50 cents a
ticket. The Scrollers Club or the Pledge Class of Kappa
Alpha Psi 5s sponsoring the Beer Raffle in Thomson Cafeteria where tickets are available.
The drawing will be held an April 29.

Last chance for room changes
The last chance to make any room changes for Fall 1982
will be Monday through Friday. These changes cm be made
between 9 and 12 noon, and 1 until 4 pjn. in the Housing
Office at Din kins this week only.

Teacher interviews to he held
Fairfield County Schools, Winnsboro, S.C., will be on
vampire to interview for teachers in all areas of education
for the 1982*83 school year today.
All students who have completed a placement fife with
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sign-up for the interview in room 119, llumnond.

Blood pressure being checked
The Crawford Health Center will sponsor a Wood
pressure screening program Monday thru Friday, from
1 until 4 pjn.
Nurses will be checking blood pressure for students
only. These with high blood pressure will be counseled
cm diet and exercise.
The Health Center urges all students to drop by this
week to be checked.

The sophomore class is having a meeting concerning
Battle of the Classes today at 7 pjn. in Dinkins. Anyone
interested in participating is encouraged to attend.
The sophomore class held their first meeting April 12
and discussed the different events that will take place
and the publicity of Battle of the Classes.
Sophomores are recruiting participants, judges, cheerleaders, and athletes.

APRIL 1982

Social Work Club plans visit
The Winthrop College Social Work Club is planning a
visit to the Women* Correction Center in Columbia, S.C.
Tuesday. The group plans to leave at 12 pjn.
Any member of the dub wanting more information
should contact the Social Work Club President, Deborah
Eargle at 4221.

Wine and Cheese short course offered
DSU is offering a French Wine and Cheese short course
Tuesday.
Sign up at the main desk in Dinkins. The course starts
at 6:30 at ATS.

Paralegal rep to visit campus
The National Center for Paralegal Training, Atlanta,
Ga., will be on campus to talk to any major about threemonth, post-graduate paralegal training program, Wednesday.
All students who have completed a placement file with
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sigi-up for the interview in room 119, Thurmond.

Committee meets
The Battle of the Classes committee will meet Wednesday at 5 p j n . in the President's Dining Hall in Thomson Cafeteria. All members are asked to be present.

Wesley foundation will meet
The Wesley Foundation w*ll meet Wednesday at 6
to discuss options for ministry and service after college.
Jim Morrill Will be the speaker. He has overseas and jour

FRIDAY

EirtftA SKCUil
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% I.00 Cover
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Newsbriefs
Help needed in class battle
Campus organizations wishing to help in the Battle of
the Classes should contact a class officer or Martie Curran
in the Alumni Office at 2145 by Wednesday.

Aerobics offered
Wofford Hall Coundl is offering aerobics every Wednesday night until the end of the semester. The exercising
is from 7-8 pjn. in Wofford basement.

Performance at ATS
ATS is featuring singer/song writer Kirk Edwards Thursday, 9 p jn. There is no cover charge.

Insurance Co. to interview
Protective Life Insurance, Charlotte, N.C., will be on
campus to interview all majors for Management Trainees
and Sales Representatives, Thursday-.
All students who have completed a placement file with
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sign-up for the interview in room 119, Thurmond.

Drama to be presented
A drama, "Some of My Best Friends," will be presented
at the Baptist Stucent Center Thursday at 6:30.

Tubing trip offered
A tubing trip will be offered by DSU Saturday. For
more information contact DSU at 2247.

Seniors join Book and Key
Five seniors have be*>n invited to join Book and Key.
Their initiation will be held Sunday at 8:30 pan. in Dinkins.
The new members are: Joye Lynn Davis, town; Batesburg, Barry Dean Hothersall, town; Fort Mil, Harriet
Vencie Ray, town; Muffins, Susan B. Rushing, town;
Monroe, N.C., and Pamela Jane Woodside, town; Simpson vi He.
"•
After a brief initiation service photographs will be taken
and a reception will follow.

Band to perform

Winthrop Symphonic Band will perform in Byrne* Audi "torium Sunday at 4 pjn.
William Malambri will conduct the band.

Tatlers available next week
"Through the Eyes of the EAGLE" is the theme of the
1982 Tatler, which will arrive Monday, April 26, according to Karen Wyer, current business manager and editorelect of the 1983 Tatler.
Students may pick up their reserved issue on Din kins
(main floor) from 11 a in. until 4 pan., Monday through
Friday, April 27 to May 7.
Copies are also available for sale at $6 a copy. According
to Wyer, a limited number of 1981 Tatlers are still available
at a cost of $3. Wyer suggests that students bring checks
payable to the Tatler, or cash to speed up purchases of
either of the yearbooks. Students should bring £Dfc to pick
up books or to buy them.

Projects to be exhibited
Interior Design students will present exhibits of their
projects, April 26-30, 8:30 ajn.-fipjn. in room 300, Thurmond Building.

Winthrop chorale to perform
Winthrop Chorale, conducted by Robert Edgerton, will
perform Thursday, April 29,8 p m . in the Recital Hall.

Tri Sig initiation held
The Theta Pledge Class of Sigma, Sgma, Sigma was
initiated Friday, April 2. The ceremony was field at the
United Methotfist Church on Cherry Road starting at 2
pjn.

Hie New Sisters are: Emmy Benney, Tamara Calder,
Janet Costa, Pam Davis, Terry Grayson n , Melody Jenkins, Ginny McCorkle, Sharon Steele, Gina Ware, LuAnne
Wentz, and Eva Wood. GL?» Ware had the honor of Special
Initiate.

Job lecture for liberal arts grads
jesse M. Smith, Executive
Director of the College Placement Council, Bethlehem, Pa,;
will address Winthrop faculty,
staff and students on Wednes-

day. April 21 at 3:30 pjn. in
Springs Lab, Kinard, on 'The
liberal Arts Dilemma".

His talk, which is sponsored
by Office of Placement and
Career Planning and the College of Arts and Sciences, is on
the problems liberal art graduates face in looking for jobs
and building careers. In his
lecture, Smith will present data
that shows that even though the
demand for graduates with nontechnical degrees is up 5 percent, the number of liberal arts
graduates is dropping because
college students are dissatisfied
with courses that dont provide
career preparation.

planning.
McCaD
arranged
Smith's talk together with a
5M development task
force. The task force consists of
faculty members from the College of Arts and Sciences who
are concerned about future liberal arts programs and careers
of students.
The College Placement Coundl is a National Professional
Association for career planning,
placement and recruiting. Hie
Coundl represents some 2,300
colleges and universities and
2,600 major employee organizations.

Smith, who is currently on
the Speakers Bureau of the
American Sodety of Association
Executives, has been academic
consultant to eight major state
universities and partidpated on a
dozen accreditation teams. He
formerly chaired the DepartIt is vital for parents and edu- ment of Management and Ficators to acknowledge that stu- nance of Boise (Idaho) State
dents want to major in liberal University, was managing direcarts but are concerned about tor of the American Assembly
developing career skills at the of Collegiate School of Busisame time, sad John McCall, ness in St. Louis, Mb., and was
director of Placement and Career assistant dean and instructor of

Rose ball held at Tega Cay
Pi Kappa Phi held their Rose
Bail Saturday, April 3, 1382 ai
the Tega Cay Country Club on
T-afa* Wylie. The Ball started at
8 pan. with hors d'oeuvres and a
DJ from WBT.
The Rose Queen was Beth

management at the University of
Denver.

Coggins and her court wes
Teresa AvanL, Susan Smith, ana
Beth Dawdle.
Best Pledge went to Jeff
Mahoney and Most Active Alumni was presented to Dr. I. Noel
Fuller.

CO-OP openings
starting

Jesse Smith

Freshman
(Continued from page 2)
McOettie, assistant supervisor of
the Residential Department of
Southern Bell in Charlotte; and
Gloria Jean Myles, rehattfitation counselor for the Housing
Authority of Rock Hill.
Miss Johnson, a freshman
majoring in nommimications, !S
the daughter of Philip and Frances Johnson of Route 2, Bessie
Road, Greenville. She will use
the scholarship toward her fell
tuition at Winthrop.
In 1978 Omega Psi Phi was
the first national fraternity chartered at Winthrop. Its motto is
"Prindples, scholarship, uplift
and perseverance."

' * y .

The Co-Op program offered through Winthrop's academic units and the Office of Placement and Career Planning announces the following openings starting August,
1982 at Duke Power Company, Charlotte, N.C.:
Position (Area and/or dirties):
For Majors In:
English, Communications, Newsletter, orientation, coord,
athletic program
Psychology
Personnel
Business Administration
Writing programs, analysis
Computer Sdence
(2 openings)
Accounting reports, balance
Business Admin, and
sheets
Accounting
Steam Production Division
Chemistry and Environ.
Health
starting January. 1983 at Duke Power:
Business Administration

Training

Starting Mav, 1983 at Duke Power:
Computer Sdence

Engineering services of steam
production

g*»rHnP Mav. 1982. HomeBte. Gastonia:
Computer Sdence
Starting May. W
Accounting

STUDENT
CREDIT
Ever wUt that wWk
vacationing, or maybe jmt far amergenam, yoa cock! SETS a ratfwwl
«t card?
Wea, aow-YOU CAN-c*ain a
MasterCard or VISA wMe
ia

ion...to yoa can enjoy the
a»veni«»eo« at aeffit NOW,

Analysis and test data
* HomeBte. Division Office, Charlotte:
Accounting records, preparing
finanrfal reports and analysis
(Continued on page 8)

On a 3x5 card, prist year Basse
and complete addrwu. (Eadoee
te. 03 for portage and ha»T
€o3egfet» Credit Divmaa
789 Pens Avenue
Pitts&zrgh, Pa. IH&

edmrtab
A word of thanks

It is time tor this editor to exit. After seven semesters
on THE JOHNSONIAN, about 100 papers, I feel it is
appropriate to comment briefly about past experiences and
future expectations. Forgive me if you disagree.
This is not an attempt to "toot my own hom, rather
the horn of the people I have had the pleasure to work
with during my four semesters as TJ editor.
Foremost is Robert Bristow, advisor to TJ. Without
him, TJ press might have stopped a time or two. Bristow
advises TJ's editor about material that could damage a
person's reputation and bring on a lawsuit. He does much
more. Bristow is available for TJ's editor to confide in
about staffers and stories. In being a true friend, he goes
beyond his call of duty.
And there is Ethel Craven, the dean of students assistant. She is more helpful than 100 of IBM's fastest computers. I could not count the forms she has filled out for
TJ or the phone calls she has made through her Winthrop
grapevine to cut red tape for TJ. Though her byline never
appears in TJ, students read a better paper thanks to her
Jeff Mann, dean of students, and Carol Anfin, acting
dean of students, deserve golden copies of TJ for their
help with budgets, revenues and inventories. Tom Webb
deserves a copy too for helping keep up with keys and
inventory goods.
Although I did not work directly with Mary Littlejohn,
vice president of student affairs, I thank her for helping
in budget matters.
!'
Winthrop President Charles Vail and Provost Glenn
Thomas have squeezed this reporter in their busy schedules
more than one time for comments about a breaking story.
I thank them for being available to the student paper and
for keeping it informed about tuition hikes and financial
aid cuts, among other issues.
My right-arm women were Lori Ridge, 1980-81, ana
Gayle Young, 1981-82. As managing editors, they did
everything from write news and editorials to order supplies
and plan staff activities. Without them, I am sure there
would have been a few blank pages in TJ.
Lastly, I thank the dozens of TJ staffers who have supported me during my editorships. Though too numerous to
mention, they know the hours they have worked on news,
features, sports, editorials, photographs, typing, advertising,
business matters and proofreading. I would not care to
count those hours.
My reward has been working with and learning from
these staff members, watching them accept individual responsibilities and work together to produce a quality newspaper for the students of Winthrop College.
My reward has been working with and learning from
other students, professors, deans, staffers and administrators at Winthrop.
^
My reward has been seeing students reading TJ in the
cafeteria every Monday, knowing many care enough to
write TJ about things they like and dislike in the pages.
My rewards have far outnumbered my contributions.
I only hope that I have adequately served, "And he that
is chief, as he that doth serve," as Luke says.
I am confident that the editor appointed for the 198283 school year will serve "to the best of her ability." Lynn
Reichert is a crackerjack ioumalist. If she gets half the
support I got, 1982-83 will be a splendid year for THE
JOHNSONIAN.
Thanks.
15m Hartis

Macfeat nursery needed
By DAVID SILLA
TJ contributing etfitor
The existence of the Macfeat Nursery is in jeopardy. For
the second time since 1979,
Macfeat and the kindergarten
laboratory are in danger of being dissolved as a result of a lack
of funds. The Board of Trustees
has to make a hard decision.
What part of Winthrop must
go?
Students who use Macfeat as
laboratory to study children
; it as an attempt to deprive
them of what may bo their
most important teacher: the
experience fcMnpj only through
direct contact with their subject, and the removal of a vital
facet of their education. They
don't want to do without it,
and perhaps they feel it's owed
them for the money they pay.
Students uninvolved with
Macfeat find it a pleasant little
space filled with constant giggling, shouting, and occasional

tears. It's not something they'd
like to see go but they dont
consider it necessary, at least
not to themselves. Some don't
care at all if it's closed.
The Board of Trustees is indifferent to the matter. It's rdiculous to assume that the
proposed closing could mean
some'.ning to them because they
an.- on the Board for one reason
only. To make informed decisions for the benefit of Winthrop
College and its students. Caring
cannot be part of a responsible
decision making process because
personal values and opinions
cannot be considered when the
issue is dollars and cents. In
this case, their job is to eliminate the program(s) that is least
b sfidal to the college so the
bu-get will be saved. It will be a
hard decision, even for the
Board of Trustees.

matter, I'm glad it's a tough
issue. They deserve it. Once
again, the Trustees are proposing to cut out a valuable educational program at the expense
of the students of this college
while a multi-million dollar fieldhouse is under construction.
A trend seem', to be developing
toward enhancing our image
and prestige in sports while
cutting away our educational
programs. They're trading books
for basketballs and it stinks.
When the Board of Trustees
opted for the fieldhouse, did
they know Macfeat's days were
numbered? Why aren't *unds
appropriated for the operation
c? Macfeat?

There's not a direct correlation between getting a fieldhouse and losing Macfeat, but if
Macfeat is closed, it will lead the
way for the dissolution of similar programs. We don't really
But despite my defense of the need a fieldhouse. We do need
Board's difficult position on the Macfeat.

Find some more fat to trim
By CORNELL POSTON
TJ contributing editor
Hey, did you hear the news?
Winthrop students may be getting slapped with another round
of fee increases next fall to absorb increases in employee salaries and energy costs.
According to the March 29
edition of THE JOHNSONIAN,

Provost Glen Thomas was
quoted as saying, "There •jimply
is no more fat to be trimmed in
the Winthrop College budget."
But I hope the administration is aware that student grant
and loan programs are being cut.
In addition, Social Security aid
for qualified students is being
phased out entirely. So, for
students depending on those

letter to the editor
PARKING SITUATION
Dear editor,
Yes, I agree with all these
people who say it's hard to find
a parking space, they're right.
The only problem is they blame
the wrong people for the situation. .
No, Security is not to blame
for the lack of convenient parking places; students are.
Sorry to hurt anybody's feelinjp, but the fact is we do have
ample parking at Winthrop to

accommodate all of our students and still maybe even leave
open a few front row spaces.
The parking lot over behind
Dinkins can hold quite a few
vehicles.
I'd like to suggest that students who insist on grabbing
the prime spots in front of
donn3 end nearby lots and then
not touching Ineir cars for the
rest of the week be required to
leave them over by Dinkins.
Drew Martin

programs for paying school bills,
I don't think there is a lot of fat
to trim from their budgets.
In addition, read the latest
employment figures. Students
wfyo will depend on menial
summer work for paying school
Mils may find their jobs given
to laid-off, full-time workers. I
don't think there is a lot of fat
to trim from their budgets.
So, while fees are possibly
being 'ncreased, the sources to
pay f j r these are being decreased.
When will this destructive
merry-go-round end?
I wish it was possible for
both the college and all those
attending to find a way out of
their financial (fire straits.
Administration, for the sake
of present and future students,
please find some more fat to
trim. If possible, don't resort to
increasing student fees.
If student fees are increased
much higher, you may find enrollment decreases. Many lean
student budgets may end up
stsrved if fee increases are
parsed.

Gonzalez brothers led THE ST A TE
TO SEE:

mMsKX
kcm&-

i-

On Jan. 15, 1903, James H.
Tillman, former lieutenant governor and unsuccessful candidate
for governor, shot and killed the
editor of THE STATE, Marciso Gene:: Gonzalez, on Main
Street in Columbia. South Carolinians were stunned.
Some months earlier, Gonzalez had written about Tillman: " . . . a proven Bar, defaulter, gambler and drunkard." Tillman was the son of George R.
Tillman, and the nephew of Benjamin R. Tillman. The trial was

followed by a national audi- free Cuba in 1850. His "redence. It received more news- shirts" and plan of action failpaper coverage than any other ed but was later successfully
homicide in South Carolina his- adopted by Garibaldi in Italy.
In 1856, with a price on iis
tory. A Lexington County jury
head, Gen. Gonzalez married
found Tillman not guilty.
Gonzalez was the son of an Harriet Rutledge Elliott,the desexiled Cuban revolutionary and cendant of three South Carolina
the daughter of a cfistinguished governors. He volunteered for
Beaufort family. Gen. Ambrose the Confederate army and served
Jose Gonzalez, his father, led as a colonel under Sen. P.G.T.
Beauregard.
an abortive attempt to free
l's army destroyed
Cuba from Spain in 1848 and
later fled to the United States.
(Continued on page 5)
He made a second attempt to
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Brothers edited THE STATE
(Continued from page 4)
the beautiful plantation with its
lovely gardens and fine library.
The only remaining builtfing was
the wash-kitchen, which the
family repaired for living quarters.
In 1869, Gonzalez took his
family to Cuba for a better life,
but his wife, Harriet, contracted
yellow-fever and cfied. When the
children became ill, he brought
them back to the plantation
where they spent each day in
hard physical labor. At night
two maiden aunts read to them
from a few fine old volumes of
Shakespeare, Scott and Bums.
For short periods of time,
the brothers were sent off to
school. When he was 16, Ambrose Elliott Gonzalez, the oldest brother, got a job at Grahamfife as a railroad telegrapher.
Ambroze Gonzalez turned
out to be a gifted businessman.
He v s the founder of THE
STATE and directed its finances until his death in 1926. He
also operated a model farm, a
tourist hotel and a boat fine.

newspaper work was William
EUiott Gonzalez (1886-1937), a
brilliant writer, who became editor Oi THE STATE after N.G.
was killed by James Tillman. He,
like his brothera, volunteered for
He was also a novelist and service in the Spanish-American
humorist, and had a splendid War. All went to Cuba. Their
baritone voice. He sang in many father had died in 1893 and
Columbia operas.
had not lived long enough to see
his sons help liberate the Cubans
Nardso Gener Gonzalez, who from the Spanish. "Captain
became THE STATE editor, was Billy" Gonzalez was an expert in
associated with newspapers from competitive rifle shooting and
the time he first worked with was the Carolinas' champion
his brother Ambrose as a teen- marksman for many years.
age telegrapher. N.G. became
known as crusader through his
From 1913 to 1921, W.E.
writing about penal abuses, the
need for child labor laws and Gonzalez held several diplomatic
posts.
He was minister to Cuba
more stringent lynch laws.
until 1919 when he was apHe continually fought for pointed ambassador to Peru by
better quality public education. President Woodrow Wilson. He
One thing he and Ben Tillman became one of the most popular
agreed oq was the establishment ambassadors ever sent to that
of Clemson and Winthrop Col- country.
When WJB. Gonzalez, the
leges. Gonzalez was extremely
annoyed that Columbia allowed last of the three newspaper
Winthrop to go to Rock Hill and brothers, died in 1937, flags
flew at half-mast on the federal
he said so in scathing editorials.
buildings in South Carolina. It
The thi ' " rother to take up was the end of an era.

All spare money went to the
restoration of his beloved birthplace, "Oak Lawn," which had
been destroyed in his youth.
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Do you like the new computers
for registering?
By TAMMIE UTSEY
TJ photographer

"I think it is more organized
and less tima-consuming."
Knthy Watson
sophomore

"It is quicker than walking
around begging the professors to
iet you in their class and then
they use you by telling you that
the classes are all filled up."
Jon Wilson
sophomore

TDRECOVtR
WHO TIME-

"I think it is a good idea because
it is not as much trouble-let the
computer do the work."
Alex Oliphant
senior

"I like it better than the old system because you can get in and
out faster."
Sandy Burton
sophomore

MOW /S
TEACmtS
C/V£ AU. 77/£
/wo HESTS. ,,
"I liked it because I thought it
was a lot quicker and I like the
idea of going to the advisors because they help get your schedules arranged properly."
Kevin Bogle
senior

(fiur rmr'S we wvr

/s!)
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Nominations available for service awards
The Student life Commendations for Service are given to
those individuals who have contributed significantly to the
Division of Student Affairs and
student life. Recipients must

Afive-membercommittee aphave given outstanding service
to the Division, must have ex- pointed by the Vice President
for
Student Affairs will select
emplified standards of professional 'ntegrity and conduct, winners. One to.three winners
and must hold the esteem of shall be chosen "by categoryadministrative, clerical/staff and
colleagues.

Registration

in award
Awfirrl fch
elect to
that individual
a special commendation for outstanding service. An individual
may receive the award more
than one timt).
The announcement of the
awards is made at a covered
dish supper at the Shack, arranged by the selection committee. The committee chairman also arranges for pictures
and a story in FYI. 1980 recipients were Dr. Mary T. Iittlejohn, Ethel Craven and Vera
likewise she said, the stu- Deese. The Athletic Departdents going first one semester ment recehed a special comwould only move down one
position instead of ten.
Nomination forms are availShe added that students gain able in the Office of the Vice
priority automatically as they President for Student Affairs,
move up through the classes 638 Oakland Avenue (ext.
(freshman-senior).
2253).

supportive services-with no
more than one in any one category. If ir any year an individual has given especially <fistinguished service to the student
life area, the committee may

will change sign-up order

tration, those students in each
class whose social security numbers ended in 90-99 will go
first in fall registration for their
respective classes.
Long said she had planned
According to Jane Long, to roil the numbers back the
opposite
way, but that this
Director of Records and Regis-

Scheduling priority for registration this fall will be given to
those students in the various
classes who this spring had to
sign up for classes lost.

shift direction of numbers would
likely benefit more students.
With this method students
who went last one semester
would go first the next, instead
of just one shift from the tenth
position to the ninth, Long
said.

Music events
The following music events
will be presented at Winthrop
College:
WINTHROP CHAMBER ENSEMBLE will perform on Tuesday at 8 pjn. in the Winthrop
College School of Music Recital
Hall. The program will consist
of three sections: flute and
harpsichord performing Telemann's "Cantana"; two trumpets, trombone and baritone
performing Renaissance music
for brass quartet; and two flutes
and viola playing a contemporary work by Ardevol. The Chamber Ensemble is cfirected by
Gregg Hill, lecturer of music at
Winthrop College. The concert is
open to the public at no charge.
For more information, please
call 2236.
EUGENE BARBAN, pianist
and music professor at Winthrop
College, will perform Wednesday
at 8 pjn. in the Winthrop
School of Music Recital Hall.
He will perform pieces by Scarlatti, Haydn, Medtner, Debussy,
Lees and Gootschalk. Hie conceit is open to the public at no
cha-rge. For more information,
call 2236.

CINEMA
Starts Friday...
Charles Bronson in
Death Trap II
R

PIX

Now Playing...
Taps
PG

Wicko.
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American
Express would like to offer you the American Express" Card.
What are we?
Cnizy?
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than thaw We're
confident of you now. And we're proving it.
, ,
(c
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. Anu this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Well, if you're planning a trip across country or around the world, the
American Express Card is a real help. Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should need any help while
you're away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Office* wherever you
are-and they'll help out.
Of course, the Card also helps you
establish your credit history. And it's great
for restaurants and shopping right at home.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it.

Look for an application on campus.

Starts Friday...
Parasite
R
Students $2 with WCID^

• T M W I S « n K< OMK«> • *

it» ^iKkJiwi*-. -irvj R c p r r - < n , ' M , r *

t American Cipro- U m f u m . 1
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NY times removes name from future editions of campus guide
CPS)—A humorist once described a university as a place
which provides sex for its students, parking for the faculty,
and sports for the alumni.
But if the outcry over a cam'
pus guide recently published by
the New York Times is any indication, colleges are no longer
. the best places for that kind of
wise-guy college humor.
Under criticism for irreverently gracfing 265 campuses, the
newspaper has withdrawn its
name from future editions of
what was THE NEW YORK
TIMES SELECTIVE GUIDE TO
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, and has offered to meet
with aggrieved administrators to
correct factual errors in the
book.
Hie Times, however, is not
the only would-be guide to colleges to take its lumps recently
for poking fun at bad cafeteria
food, dull communities and rahrah campuses. Even Yale's irreverent INSIDER'S GUIDE TO
THE COLLEGES, a ten-year-old
veteran of the wisecrack rating
genre, is thinking about getting a
little more serious.
The reason, says one editor,
is that the jokes' targets are too
worried about survival to do
much laughing.
"I think universities are more
sensitive to criticism, especially
with the enrollment picture the
way it is now," says Charles
Straughn, editor of LOVEJOY*S
GUIDE TO COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, a traditionally
objective, comprehensive study
of 3500 colleges published annually since 1945.
LOVEJOY'S has "looked at
tbe others, and it's a tough act
to follow. You leave yourself
wide open for all kinds of criticism whatever you do (with a
lighter look). I think weH stick
to our objective approach."
Hie Times (fid apparently
leave itself wide open for criticisms from administrators who
complained the book was little
more than a "restaurant guide
approach" riddled with factual
errors and unfair, superficial
judgments.
What hurts mo6t, many say,
is that even though the tone
is consciously irreverent, The
Times' lofty status gives the
book a certain aura of objectivity.

ADPi holds
initiation
The Zeta Tau Chapter of
Alpha Delta H held its formal
initiation on Friday, April 16,
at Oakland Baptist Church. Sixteen pledges were initiated into
the sorority.
The initiation ended up a
week of events during Friendship Week. Hie week was filled
with meetings and- ceremonies
that helped to ready the initiates
for the initiation.
Initiates were: Dana Anderson, Sonya Atkinson, Beth Bamhill, Kim Chalmers, Pam Davidson, Cindy Dawson, Andrea
Lawson, Sally little, Suzanne
Musselhauser, Betty Peden, Jill
Rembert, Karen Rogers, Kelly
Smith, Lori Steele, and Jane
Taylor.

"You just expect more from
the New York Times," says
Koy Floyd, university relations
director at the University of
Tulsa. "They said, in effect:
'If you want to have a good
time, go to Tulsa, but if you
want an education, go elsewhere.' "
"It's a very serious matter
for us. Here they are trying to
rate an entire academic program, and they use a sarcastic,
flippant attitude."
Floyd was upset enough to
fly to New York personally
to confront book and Hmes
education editor Edward B.
Fiske with factual mors in the
Tulsa section.
Among the other schools to
object to their evaluations in the
book were Kentucky, Colby
College, Jlhode bland, Dartmouth, Baylor, Syracuse, Bard
College, Carnegie-Mellon, Rochester a r i Auburn.
'If you notice, most of the
criticism has come from secondand third-ranked private colleges," Fiske says. "All of the

objective critidsm-in the Christian Science Monitor and the
Wall Street Journal--has . been
positive. Most of the critical
mail has come from schools in
very competitive markets."
Fiske concedes 'in a project as complex as this there will
be some factual errors," and is
ready to correct them. He defends the book's fight tone by
saying, "We tried to say, 'What
questions would a student ask
when he is looking at universities?' and answer them. The
bulk of the book is what students said about their campuses."
He says the Times is withdrawing its name from the
book-which was and will continue to be published by Hmes
Books-because
"the
book
wasn't written like a newspaper.
Some people might say the food
at Dartmouth is terrible. Some
might say it's good. It's not the
way it would be written in a
newspaper."
Jasper Reid, editor of Yale's
usually-humorous guide, dis-

agrees that universities are becoming thin-skinned 'n these
times of budget cutting, but
adds his boo!: Trhich some administrators have called "sophomoric"-4s changing its tone.
"It's getting less silly," Reid
says. "It started ten years ago,
and what we do is get students
to say in their own words-and
some of them are sophomoreswhat they think about their
colleges. We now see our role as
being more important, and we
tend to take it more seriously
than we used to."
The Yale guide was itself
sued for libel by Ithaca College
in 1979. College administrators
felt the portrayal in the guide
was unfair. The case was <fismissed in late 1981 on the
grounds that a college is a public figure subject to fair criticism. Hie guide has omitted
Ithaca from its listing since
1979.
Fiske, on the other hand, has
no plans to drop any schools
from later editions, and sales of
his book have soared with the

controversy. The Hmes brought
the book out in January, and
quickly sold out all 16,000
copies. A second order of
30,000 also sold out, and the
third run, coming out in April,
already has a heavy pre-sale.
LOVEJOY'S Straughn ponders the sales with amused
enry. "They're going to outsell
us. All this publicity is like being bfeheAii^Boston."

Now thru May 1st.
\

"MAKE IT HAPPEN"
YOUR GIFT WITH
6.50 PURCHASE
Try-and-travel sizes of Dramatically
Different Moisturizing Lotion, ExtraHelp Makeup, Rose Poppy Lip Pencil.
Different Rose Lipstick and Hair
Repair. One bonus "to~ a customer.

Allergy Tested
100% Fragrance Free

Shop Monday thru Saturday
10 AJM. 'til 9 P.M.
Rock Hill Mall o n Cherry R d .
Rock Hill, S.C.
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Fall classes
cancelled for
surcharge evaders
By TERRISWAILS
TJ news reporter ,in"
Students wfibTttvejooi paid the surcharge will have their
fall classes cancelled, according to Benjamin Deblois, Comp"A1I fees and charges must be paid by the published fee
payment deadline dates. Failure to pay these charges in full
by the published deadline dates will result in cancellation
of a student's registration," according to the resolution
passed by the Winthrop College Board of Trustees on Februaiy 4,1982.
'To be reinstated as a registered student after registration has been cancelled, the student must pay all unpaid
fees and charges along with a $20.00 reinstatement fee
within five days of the published fee payment dates,"
the resolution said.
A list of students who have not paid the surcharge is not
being kept by the cashiers office. "We just have a manual
file of students who havent paid fees, but we don't have it
broken down to students who haven't paid parking fines or
surcharges," DeBlois said. He also said that the records on
individual students show fees owed to the college.
"The student will not be permitted to register again
until all fees, fines and charges due the institution have
been paid in full," according to the resolution.
"We took a cutoff on February 19 of all students who
owed parking fines, surcharges, housing fees, and we sent
out notices to them to let them (studente) know they
must pay before fee payment date for fall registration.
The reason we did that was to collect money due the college and to give them (students) from February until fee
payment date in fall to pay," sad DeBlois.
All students did not put off paying the surcharge until
the last minute. "About one-half (of students) paid with
their payment due in January and the other half paid closer
to deadlinesad Betty Richards, head cashier.
'That's a requirement, that registration is cancelled if
students owe any fees. It is the policy of the Board of
Trustees," sad Provost Glen Thomas.
"Funds are necessary to complete the year. Without
surcharges, students would have difficulty with re-enrolling
and the Institution would have difficulty with finishing
the fiscal year," Thomas said.
MaBnda Cooper, a Winthrop student, has not paid her
fees yet.
"I haven't paid my surcharge because it took long
enough to get my tuition together and pay it, and I have
been flat broke since then," she said.

Board disagrees with experiment
By MALINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
The power of. trying open
dorm violations was taken away
from the Student Government
Association Judicial Board last
semester by Dean of Students
Jeff Mann.
•When the power of trying
open dorm violations was taken
away from us, we were not informed of this and I felt we
should have been informed of
this before the decision to take
the power away war. made,"
said Joey Hudson, SGA attorney general.
As of now, when students
are charged with open dorm
violations the student t;oes directly to Dean Cynthia Cassens,
dean of housing, to be tried. In
past years students were tried by
the SGA Judicial Board, a jury
of their peers.
The other system is outdated and too cumbersome. The
old system will not work anycs because there are too
many cases coming up, and
there is not time for the Judicial Board and R.A.'s to get together and try these cases,"
said Carol Anfin, acting dean
of students.
When students are charged
with open dorm violations the
student is informed that he can
appeal the charge to the Judicial
Board and be tried by a jury of
peers.
"It seems to me most students are scared to appeal and
they don't know they may get a

better judgment from a student
jury,"said Hudson.
"No one person is able to
fire students without an appeals
procedure because we have to
follow due process of law,"
Anfin said.
Since the new system of trying open dorm violations has
been set up there has been no
appeals or complaints *rom students. "The only complaints we
have had have been from Judicial Board members. Dean Anfin
sad no students have complained, but I feel studente don't
know about the Judicial process," said Hudson.
The Judicial Board has requested to Cassens that the Public Defender be informed when
studente are charged so the Public Defender can help the student's case. "Right now we do
not know when studente are
being charged because we are
not informed of student violations," Hudson said.
According to the Discipline
Handbook, the SGA Judicial
Board still has jurisdiction over
open dorm violations.
'The decision to take this
power away was made after the
book was printed. We feel Dean
Anfin wants this power under
her control, and we want studente to be tried by a jury of
their peers. This is taking away
from the Judicial Board and
the studente. In my opinion the
Student Judicial System is a big
joke because everything we do is
controlled by the administration," Hudson said.

"We have agreed to work
with the SGA President, Senate
President and Attorney General
to keep them informed of violations and to include them on
planning committees and campus forums. This is also the last
statement I have to issue concerning the power of trying open
dorm violations," Anfin said.
During last week's campus
forum, Cassens said the new system of trying open dorm violations was working real well.
"This is not a valid argument
and if they take this pow - iwiy
from us they may later do away
with the Judicial Board," said
Hudson.
yjifin also said at the forum
tha she did not plan to do away
wltl the Judicial Board.

1
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SATURDAY

"SALVATION ARMY'S"

APRIL 24,1982

SEND A CHILD TO CAMP RUN

ROCK HILL, S.C.

Certified by th« S.C. Governor s
Council o n Phy«lc«l F l t n e w , D H E C

The s e c o n d annual Send A Child T o C a m p Run will benefit the Salvation Army's summer c a m p
program. R u n t o help others w h o are less tortunate.

josJin Park (On Lake Wylte oil Ml Gallant Rd . 1 mile east ol India Hook M )

CO-OP openings

(Continued from page 3)

EVENTS". ' Mile Fun Run 10 00 a m
5 K Road Race 10 20 a m
10 K Road Race 1030 a m

'SWIMMING' IN LAKE WYLIE AFTER THE 4ACES

COURSE: Non residential county roads, some long inclines in 10 K. downhill finish to starting irea.
SPLIT TIMES: at every mile ol 5 and 10K race-.-, monitors at all turn and intersections

Starting August, 1982 at Dupont, Camden (especially for
females and minorities):
Psychology, Communica- Writing job procedures and
programs (shift position)
tions, Management and
Computer Science
Starting May. 1982 at Duke Power. Charlotte:

AID STATIONS: at 1 5 mile. « mile, and finish
FIRST AID: a ohysrcian and emergency aid jarvices on duty, races wi
FACILITIES: rest rooms & showers
AWARDS: ceremony immediately after 10 K race
Fun run ribbon to top ten timshers
5 K * 10 K overall mate & lemale

Industrial Training,
Education

» Traininj£and assessment

gtnrtinp .Time. 1982 at InteAal Rcvcaae Service. Columbia:

top 3 tn age groups 19 ft under 20-29. 30-39. 40-49. 50-over
ENTRY rtE: $5 00 minimum (tai deductible contribution)
RACE DIRECTOR: Noel Fuller <S03) 324-2919

Accounting or liberal Arts ^Revenu&^Agent/Account
with strong accounting . jDlvision^*
background
INTERNSHIP (part-time: for minority students only):
Starting immediately or June, 1982 at Winthrop College
Department of Internal Auditing:
Accounting or liberal Arts Assisting in audits, internal
with strong accounting
control
questionnaires,
background
analysis, etc.
Any student interested in tlie Co-Op positions or internships should stop by the Placement office, 119, Thurmond
and pick up the handbook "Your Guide to Experiential
Education" which outlines the procedures for applying.

hereby release the Salvation Army, sponsors and officials from all claims of personal Injury or damage resulting in
participator, in the i
Parent or Guardian H under 18 years of toe
P I M M M n d cot
Rock HM, S.C. 2*730. T h a n * you.

I tec contribution to: The Salvation Army, P.O. B o * 10876,
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Award presented to
honor Duke Power
Jim Hallman, manager of
Recruitment and Employment,
Duke Power Co., Charlotte,
N.C., was presented an award to
honor Duke Power for outstanding contributions to the
Winthrop College Co-Operative
Education Program (1981-82),

by John McCall, (Srector of
Placement and Career Planning.
Duke Power participates with
over 18 colleges and universities
in the Co-op program. Seven
students from Winthrop have
been placed with Duke since the

Good for you!
Time to get out and get into shape.
And, with lots of exercise. well
Mia need meal? are essential for
gocd health, irs nice to know that a
Domino's Pizza is not only very
convenient but also very nutritious.
We use only the highest quality,
100% natural ingredients.

program began in June, 1981.
The award was presented
during an on-campus visitation
for four Winthrcp students currently working at Duke for the
spring semester on April 6 in
the Career Library, Thurmond.

Fast, Free Delivery
760 Cherry Rd.-,-"
Phone; 324-7666

Free
Item!
On any 12" small pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: May 2 , 1 9 8 2

Fast, Free Delivery
760 Cherry Rd.
Phone: 324-7666

John McCall (left), director of Placement and Career Planning, presents Jim Hallman, from Duke
Power, an award to honor Duke Power for outstanding contributions to the Winthrop College CoOperative Education Program. (Photo by Joel Nichols)

Record Cellar

10-9 MON-SAT
Rock Hill Mall
386-6*39

Matter Charge

GALAXY OF SOUNDS
MAXELL, MEMOREX ft 1
AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES
PLUS REEL TO REEL
8-TRACKS

%
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LARGE SELECTION OF
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•
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[SPECIAL ORDER
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CREEM MAGAZINE
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Cassens Cup: dorms must compete to win
By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor

Dm* Cynthia
whom the Casern

Hie residence halls of Winthrop College now have a brand
new award available to them:
The Cassens Cup. The trophy is
won by that dorm which has
the highest number of acquired
points by the end of a given
time.
Troy Kelley, President of the
Residence Hall Association,
came up with the idea. He based
it on a similar program in Anderson College. "They've got a
program that all the halls
compete in competition involving fite rally anything." Th-.ii
participation in these activities
eventually leads to their acquiring selected numbers of points.
He revamped the idea to fit
Cup is
the Winthrop campus. Various

activities sponsored by the units,
or halls, of a dorm help those
units build up points. Such activities are painting a hall wall;
initiating, planning, and completing a creative sex-vies project; participating in an existing
service project; sponsoring a
recreational or educational program; sponsoring an all-campus
creative activity; participating in
a banner/poster contest at
Homecoming; and participating
with at least half of the unit's
members in a special designated
event.
Needless to say, of course,
that the more activities a hall
gets involved in, the more points
it will acquire.
At the end of each semester
the Cassens Cup will be awarded
to the hall that has accumulated
the most points. The trophy

What's Cooking
-Monday
Lunch- Spaghetti with Meat Sauce
Pork Chow Me in
Dinner- Roast Turkey and Dressing
Grilled Salmon Croquette
Grilled liver and Onions
Tuesday
Lunch- Filet O'Rsh Sandwich
Old Fashioned Beef Stew and Combread
Dinner- Baked Sliced Ham
Mock Beef Wellington
Steamed Combeef and Cabbage
Lunch- Barbeque Sandwich
Grater Tater Casserole
Dinner- ICE CREAM EXCURSION
Country Style Steak
Italian Sausage in Sauce
Baked Turbot

will remain in that dorm until
the next semester when it will
be awarded the next dorm to
attain the highest number, even
if it is the same dorm which already possesses the trophy.
A unit must fill out a pointrequest form available in the
Residence Hail Association office. The information required is
who will be participating, which
unit or units, and the activity.
Upon approval by the RHA, the
unit may begin its activity or
project and earn its points.
The winning unit will receive a trophy bearing a plaque
containing the names of the
participants, the unit, the points
earnedand the activities. Also,
the victorious hall will have a
group picture taken which will
hang in the lobby of the building, and it will also win a $250

prize which can be used in whatever fashion the winning hall
wishes: a party, paying fines,
Baying fot hall repairs,etc.
"The Cassens Cup Award is
named after Dean Cassens in
honor of her because she is
working real hard for the housing program,"says Kelley.
He hopes that the Cassens
Cup will become a fixed tradition at Winthrop, where people
will want to work together to
achieve a common goal;namely,
the trophy, money, and recognition.
Kefley concludes, "The Cassens Cup Is designed specifically
for the residence halls, not
really the apartments."

Model United Nations VI
By BETH ALLEN
TJ feature reporter
Beginning on April 12,1982,
unui April 24, 1982, the members of Political Science 261,
along with representatives from
65 high schools and tne Mode'i
United Nations Secretariat, will
hold the Model United Nations
VI.
This Model United Nations is
the sixth annual formal political
debate and discussion session
Winthrop has had' The Model
United Nations takes a great
deal of planning and preparation from all participants in
order io make it a successful
event.
The Political Science course,
taught by Dr. Melford Wilson,is
broken into two sections. The

first part of the course is Political Science 260, in which general information about the
United Nations and its purpose
is taught. Each student also
attends an interview with Dr.
Wilson, the Secretary General,
the coordinator, and the assistant coordinator, where the
decision as to what country the
student will represent is made.
The second part of the course
is Political Science 261 and begins directly after Spring Break.
In this part of the course the
students who wish to actually
participate in the Model U.N.
learn how to prepare effective
debates and discussion information in order to hold a successful
U.N. session. Each student is
given a pamphlet which explains all the rules, regulations,

appropriate planning, research
and debating.
The coordinator of the Model United Nations VI is Laura
Shimmel. She began the planning for this conference one
week following last year'r conference. Laura's job as coordinator consists of planning and
organizing the conference
throughout the year. She deals
primarily with the secretariat in
making all necessary preparations.
Each Winthrop College student participating in the Model
U.N. will be representing a country and will also be acting as a
delegation chairperson for that
high school which he represents. The student must know
and understand his particular
(Continued on page 11)

Thursday
Lunch- Hoagle
Beef Curry with Rice
Dinner- Fried Giicken
Swedish Meat Balls
Pancakes and Sausages

I

Friday
Lunch- Grilled Cheese with ChiKbeans
Chicken P?rio Casserole
Dinner- Sliced Roast Beef au jus
Ham Omele'.
^
/
,

Saturday
Lunch- Chicken Filet Sandwich
Shrimp Fried Rice
Dinner- Grilled Pork Chops
Baked Stuffed Pteppeis
Sunday
Lunch- Baked Sliced Ham
Beef Strogonoff over Buttered Egg Noodles
Dinner- Spanish Macaroni
Grits -Eggs -Sausages
Chicken Salad Sandwich
Epicure reserves the right to make last-minute changes in
its menu.
-

Students and professors advertise for "Battle of the Oases" which will be held May 1 before the
annual Spring Fling. (PAO photo)
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Ensemble, chorus to perform
By LEANNE SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter

chords. There will be one . soprano voice accompanying the
group who will join with a flutist
The Winthrop Chamber En- and two harpsichordists ia persemble and the Winthrop Chor- forming a cantata by Telemann.
us will be performing in the Re- The brass instruments perform
cital Hall this week. The Cham- as a quartet, and the flutes and
ber Ensemble will perform on viola will also perform together.
Tuesday and the Chorus can be
Greg MB, cBrector of the
seen on Thursday.
Chamber Ensemble, says that
The Winthrop College Cham- the ensemble's music is different
ber Ensembk consists of fifteen from other types of music permusicians, eleven of whom will formed in '.hat the ensemble
be performing Tuesday night. performs without a conductor,
Some o? the instruments in the ffili stresses the feet that the
ensemble include flutes, a viola, ensemble must rehearse to the
a trombone, and two harpsi- point where no conductor is

needed to indicate entrances of
the other instruments. This requires muct individual work or.
the part of the musicians and
then the whole ensemble must
work as a unit.
Greg mil says, "It is a
student-involved ensemble in
that I try to make the students
make the music as opposed to
me, as a teacher, telling them
how it is to be done. It's their
group and their input is the output."
The Winthrop Chorus, scheduled to perform April 22,
is a 70-voice group of men and

Don Rogers, conductor of the
chorus, mentioned some of the
music to be performed. The
group will sing several pieces by
Mozart entirely in Latin. Accompanying the group will be a
trio of ciarinets conducted by
Todd Murdy. Two of Robert
Frost's poems set to music by
Randall Thompson, "The Road
Not Taken" and "Choose Something like a Star," will also be
performed.

bership in the ebons.'He encourages everyone, especially
males, that are interested in the
chorus to apply. He says the
chorus is made up of both music
and non-music majors and participation in the chorus offers
one credit hour.
He a d d s r ^ t will be a very
exciting program with a lot of

variety."

~

Rogers stressed the feet that
there are no auditions tor mem-

Winthrop students will travel nation wide
By MALINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
Ten students from Winthrop
College will leave next fell to
study at colleges as dose as
North Carolina State University
and as far away as the University of Hawaii at Manoa.
These students are all participating in the National Student
Exchange Program.
Hie NSE was originally designed to enable students to take
courses not offered at their
home institutions and it has become attractive lately because of
high out-of-state tuition fees.
Students will pay Winthrop's tuition fee to attend these schools.
"Students that participate in
NSE just pay Winthrop the tuition and attend these schools
without paying out-of-state tuition," Carol Anfin, Dean of Stu-

dents, said.
One of the first Winthrop
students to apply for NSE was
Ken Newman, a freshman from
Sumter. Ken will be studying
at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. "I want to be a chef and
I can get experience here because they offer a major in
restaurant and hotel management. Abo, I had the travel bug
and this was a good way to
travel inexpensively," Newman
said. Dean Anfin said that it is
very difficult to get a student
placed at this university because
the competition is so stiff, so
this was "one shot out of a
hundred."
"I tried to talk Ken out of
this choice because I never
thought he would get placed in
Hawaii," Anfin said.
The ten students who are
participating in NSE are Lisa

Almond, of Spartanburg, going
to New Mexico State University; Laura Dominick, of Rock
Hill, to North Carolina State
University; Jana Freeman, of
Greenville, to University of Alabama; Rebecca Maher, of Mt.
Pleasant, going to University of
Georgia; Sandra Margriter, of
Fort Mill, to Humboldt State
University in California; Wendy
Moore, of Rock Hill, to Bowling
Green State University in Ohio;
Ken Newman, of Sumter, going
to University of Hawaii at
Manoa; Deanna Perry, of Rock
Hill, to Bowling Green State
University; Beverly Steele, of
Columbia, to University of Utah;
and Gary Zdenek, of Rock Hill,
to California State University at
Chi co.
Any Winthrop student who
will be a sophomore or junior
next year and who has an overall GPR of 2.5 or better can
participate in the NSE. "It is too
late for students to apply for
the , 1982-83 school year, but
students can apply for the 198384 school year. If a student is
accepted by the NSE then they
must spend their senior year at
Winthrop," Anfin said.
Students participating in the
NSE next year will see what a
big university is Hke, meet
different people, and live in a

different atmosphere. "I will
have the chance to go to a different school in a different part
of the country and I win be able
to go to California because it is
about a day's drive from Utah.
I am in the School of Business
at Winthrop, and I hope to
study Management and economics at University of Utah.
Also, I have heard that people
in Utah look badly on Southerners and I hope to change that,"
Beverly Steele said.
This is the first year Winthrop has participated in the
NSE. Winthrop has received
visiting students and Connie
Welch, of Winthrop, was sent to
Eastern Oregon State CoUege.
"The NSE students that have
corae to Winthrop have been
very influential. They haw s*en
good things about Winthrop and
have helped our NSE students
overcome some of their fears,"
Anfin said.
Some of Winthrop's NSE students wOl study at southern
universities and some win venture out to study on the west
coast. "I wiU be studying anthropology at the University of
Georgia became anthropology is
a minor I am interested in and I
wanted to stay in a southern
school. I hope to be able to adjust to a different school and fit

in with cfifferent people and a
(Afferent system," Rebecca
Maher said. Sandra Margriter
said, "I was planning a trip this
summer and someone told me
about the NSE program at Winthrop so I looked at some catalog; and found that Humboldt
State University in California
had a major in biology and I
applied to be part of the NSE."
"One thing I have found out
about the students that applied
for the NSE was they were highly motivated and adventurous
students. One of the best things
about the NSE is that it gives
students an opportunity to travel inexpensively and to broaden
their perspectiveAnfin said.
If aU of this has sparked your
interest in the NSE you can call
the Dean of Students office at
ext. 2751 for more information
on applying for the 1983-84
school year.

Turn pledge
money in
Students who participated in
"Jump Rope for Heart Fund"
should turn their pledge money
in to Dr. Charles Bowers or
Jitnmie Williamson.

Model United Nations VI
(Continued from page 10)

Paula Moon*, a Junior from Greenville, looks on during a g U t
softball game. (TJ photo by Tammie Uteey)

country's feelings and positions
in almost any fairiy well-known
political issue. The students,
however, are given certain guidelines to foUow and particular
issues which wiU be of importance durfng the conference.
There will be several United
Nations diplomats visiting the
conference. These diplomats are
actual representatives of their
countries in the United Nations.
The diplomats attending win be
Mr. Michael Stopford, associate
officer in the Executive Office
of the Secretary General, Mr.
TJ*. Sreenivasan from India,
Mr. Soua Zedan from Saudia
Arabia, aid Mr. Leonid Bedney, representing the Union of
Soviet Socialists Republic.
Kim Wilson, one of the 65
members of the Model U.N.
VI, explains her interest and.

feelings ?Jbout this course. "The looking forward to participating
course itself is hard and requires in The Model U.N. VI."
a lot cf hard work, time and
"Ms wry special event is a
energy, but I think it wiC be good chance for students to
worth it. I have learned a great leam about the feelings and posideal from this course about tions of other countries in the
the United Nations, how it world in major political issues.
functions and its purpose. And It should be an interesting and
in particular I have teamed a benefidal program. Spectators
lot about El Salvador. I am are welcome.

Douglas Studio
Tatter Photographer
1953-1979
Color, QoJd Tone
Black & WhHe
Placement Photos
10% discount-WC 10
CaB foe appointment
Fnoae S27-2128
314 Oakland Aw.
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plays with her
fog, Buttons,
at a recent
Softball game.
(TJ photo by
Lynn
Reiehert)

GRADUATING?
Let us help you select a
FRAME for your

Diploma!
Bring in this ad and receive
a 15% discount.
You toothed hard to earn it...
let u$ help you protect it!

Martin Frame & Art Shop
1024 Oakland Avenue

A new trend: Videotaped yearbooks
(CPS)—In a trend that may
soon find its way to college
campuses, six California high
schook are experimenting this
year with video yearbooks to
supplement their usual paper
editions.

the year's activities or.
tepe.
But, he adds, "We've found
that most colleges already have
their own video departments or
I
|

even their own TV studic
they may choose to do it t
selves if they find the
attractive."

<S8B£?s*»?2S38i
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"We're not trying to replace
paper yearbooks at all," says
Dan Fanom, producer/director
of Video Yearbooks, Inc., the
company which is producing
the videotapes. "This is something students can add to their
regular yearbooks as a supplement."
"We do highlights of major
events, edit them, and Wend
them with music," he explains.
"There are also interviews with
students and a section where
the kids can give their wishes
for the future."
Everything is then packaged
Into a one-hour videotape, and
sold to students for $60 a casette.
As for the college market,
Fanom says his production team
is ready to take ou amy campus
that *3 interested in chronicling

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00

4 free, cups of Coke
with any 16" pizza.
Value: $1.60
Expires: May 2,1932

Beaty Wholesale, Inc.

760 Cherry Road
324-7868

1

Alicia Clair keeps score for the men's softball game. (TJ photo
by Lynn Rekhert)

Freeman
"Sick jokes and ethnic slurs
have always been around," says
Christopher Geist, a professor of
popular culture at Bowling
Green and a collector of sick
jokes. "The only thing new is
using die computer to tell
them. In colonial time, you
could find that type of humor
in the newspapers. It'sr not a
new phenomenon at all.'
Geist guesses the anonymity
of the Stanford joke tellers
spared them the usual social
inhibitions against racism, "la
'an anonymous situation Ike
that, ii^ the same as writing on
a bathroom wall. There's safety
in anonymous expression."
He doubts many of the joke
authors would tell the same
stones in public. "I think it
says more about the teller than
the target of the joke."

autographing his book,
"Survival Gardening"
on Tuesday April 20
3 - 5 in Sims lobby.
Copies on sale for $6.95
Refreshments
will be served

Mom
The sports editor blues
Well, it's tirtr-ftwr me to leave my post as sports editor
and hopefully move on to'bigger and better things.
This has been a good year for Winthrop and the Athletic
program, and I've enjoyed being a part of it.
I hope that my column and the rest of the sports section has met with your expectations. But if you have any
suggestions or comments about me or the sports department, they would be appreciated.
I know many of you weren't particularly thrilled at
some of the things in my column (and many of you had no
remorse in telling me my shortcomings). But instead of
calling me in the middle of the night to tell me where to
get off, you should write a letter to the editor.
The letter will be printed. Even if it is possible for you
to think I was wrong on something, you should write a
letter.
.
t
That is the way students can voice their opinions and
tell how they feel. You'd be surprised how many students
read the letters to the editor.
I got many comments about articles from students
that should have been told to the student body by putting
them into print.
Stand up and be counted. If you don't like something,
dont just grit your teeth. Try to do something about it.
Most of my editorials this year were aimed at trying
to get students involved with what was going on in athletics
and in the school.
I tried to tell you how things were and how I felt about
them and hoped students would say or do something about
it.
This past year I wrote about things ranging from golf
teams to turning NCAA. But when I wrote about supporting Winthrop and not Carofina and Clemson, a few heads
were turned.
We have a lot to be proud of at Winthrop , and it bugs me
when fellow students support another college on the back
of their shirt.
How can j/ou like another school, such as Clemson,
when a NAIA school, such as Winthrop, whipped 'em.
It seems the.most my Clemson and Carolina articles
have done is to make enemies, because Winthrop students
still cover their cars with the "other two" schools' bumper
stickers.
But anyway, there are a lot of things happening next
year in sports and in the school that you need to get involved in.
YaH won't have to hear me complain each week in the
sports editor's column. You'll have some-body else to yell
at.
As for me and my ulcer we'll be taking it easy and
watching for any "stop the presses" stories.
So I bid you all a fond adieu.
J. D. Stanley

Eagle Scoreboard
Baseball
Opponent

Date

April 19 Morris
22 Davidson
24 UNC-Charlotte
26 Wingate
Apr. 30District 6 Playoffs at Orangeburg TBA
May 2

Softball
April 19
20

at Furman
at limestone
Coastal Carolina
South Carolina (DH)

27
Apr. 30May 1 SCAIAW State Tournament

Women's Tennis
15
22-

Furman
State Tournament at Winthrop

Mere's basketball team
signs on two players
this year. Kyber went on to say
that because of the lack of experience in the back court this
Assistant basketball coach A1 past season the Eagles suffered.
Kyber along with head coach But Kyber feels confident that
with returning juniors Mike
Nield Gordon have recently
signed two new players-for the Gaither and Derrick Goodman
the team will develop a strong'82-83 basketball season.
Brian Pope, a 6-3,165-pound er backcourt game.
Both coaches wanted to
guard from Riverside High in
Greer, has signed a grant-in-aid thank the six retiring seniors,
to play basketball at Win- Charles Brunson, Tim Baxter,
throp. Pope averaged 24 points Jim Gibson, Alan Ours, Gerper game, and shot 60% from ald McAfee, and Carl Feemster
the floor and 40% from the for helping the Eagles' basketball get off the ground and
line, as a senior.
Another recruit that will be gainregionalrecognition.
Kyber's recruiting efforts
joining the squad next fall is
Jerome McKiver (pronounced started a year ago for the upMcKeever) from Blenheim High. coming season. He mentioned
Jerome, a 6-1, 155-pounder, the need for 1 or 2 big players
averaged 12.3 points per game in order to fill the four big men
with 6.3 assists per game. spots who are leaving the proBoth McKiver and Pope were gram as noted.
first team All State members
He went on to say that
By STEVE SWAN
TJ sports reporter

Patrick Sass, a 6-4 guard from
Calvary Hall High School in
Baltimore, Md.. the number one
high school team in the nation,
will be joining the team.
Also joining the team is 6-6
John Boman, an all state player
out of Mooresville, N.C., who
will fill the shoes of Tim Raxter in the high post spot.
Coach Kyber's personal feelings about the choices thus far
are very positive. "We set some
priorities in recruiting to get
players that were at the level of •
a Charlie Brunson. A player that
could play at our level." coach
Kyber said. "When we set these
priorities we were fortunate
enough to sign the first four we
went after. Down the road this
gives us the possibility of a
successful team."

Coaches Nield
Gordon and A1
Kyber
have
conference
with players
during a time
out in a game
last
season.
(TJ photo)

Tennis team wins
two of three games

The men's tennis team played only three of the five matches
scheduled for the week of April
6.
The match planned against
Francis Marion was rained out
for the date originally set, and
the match for Friday, April
10, against UNC-Asheville was
cancelled after the Asheville
team declared they were folding.
Of the three matches played,
the Eagles won two. Davidson
and Erskine fell to Winthrop
here on the Eagles' home courts,
while the only away match of
the week was lost to Presbyterian, 6-3.
"The big win we had was
over Davidson," said Coach Gerald Hendrick looking back on
the week. "We beat Davidson
Ron Hoffman ahows
tratlon in a recent match. (TJ 5-4 and that was probably the
best win that we've ever had
photo by Tammie Uteey)

here."
Hendrick further commented
that performance by the Eagles
in the Davidson match could
have Influenced the outcome of
the NAIA tournament held at
Winthrop April 15-17. "I think
if we can play that well in the
tournament we will have a good
chance."
Hendrick^ optimism about
the tournament was shared by at
least one member of the team,
John Garrard, who was also impressed by tire week's victories.
"We pretty much Mew Erskine
out," he remarked. "Everyone
won easily." He added that he
believed the Eagles would have
a good chance to do well against
almost every team going into
the tournament.
Results from the tournament
were not available by deadline.
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Harris' experience good for Eagles
By LENNIE PHILYAW
TJ sports reporter
Winthrop baseball coach Horace Turbeville has never had an
assistant coach in his 23 years of
coaching, but last year he
allowed Butch Harris to become
his first student assistant coach.
. Butch Harris, from Belmont,
N.C., is in his second season as
the Eagles' assistant student
coach. "Two summers ago I
went to talk to Coach Turbeville
about helping out with the
team. He told me he had his
own coaching philosophies but
allowed me to join the team,"
said Harris. "Now he helps me
and I help him."
Harris has an impressive baseball background. He started his
college career at Wingate College
in 1974 where he was named
junior college All-American both
years at the school. Harris played the outfield and had a twoyear batting average of .449.
In 1976 Butch Harris was selected by Cincinnati in the professional draft. He started his
minor league career in Eugene,
Oregon where he played rookie
league ball. Next Harris was

sent to the Class A team in
Shelby, N.C. of the Western
Carolines league. He then went
to Tampa, Florida before gang
to Cincinnati's AA team in
Three Rivers, Quebec. He finished his pro career in Nashville
on a Southern League team.
When asked why he stopped
playing pro-ball, assistant coach
Harris said, "In spring twining
I started out in triple A ball and
wound up in single A. It just
seemed I wasn't going to make
it. I could have stayed and played but decided to leave."
Hitfris came to Winthrop to
complete a bachelor's degree in
physical education. In his first
year as student assistant coach
of the Eagles, the team went to
the NAIA College World Series.
"I was fortunate to get on the
team last year. It was a heck of
an experience," said Harris on
being with the team at the
World Series.
When asked of this year's
team's chances of going back to
the playoffs, Harris said, "Right
now we're still in the race, but
I'm not sure what the other
teams have done. We really
have to bear down and win our

district games."
eluded by stating that the- team everyone was pulfiug few each
Winthrop has had trouble in feels that they are still very other. "Everyone has a good
the past week accomplishing this much in the running and that mental outlook," Hards said..
goal, losing crucial gamss to
Coastal Carolina (6-2) and USCAiken (8-7). Coastal is ranked
7th in the NAIA poll and USCAiken, 11. Winthrop Is fourth
after starting the season second. The Eagles have a 20-7
overall record with a 7-5 District
6 ledger. When asked how this
has affected the Eagles'attitude,
Harris said, "When you lose
the district games you're going
to get down. But our guys are
still playing with a lot of intensity."
One of the problems for the
Eagles has been its defense. "We
have to bear down and play defense. We seem to score runs but
we're giving up more than we're
scoring," said assistant coach
Harris.
Head Coach Horace Turbe-.
ville added that his team Is {itching needs to improve. "A couple
of our starters have been hurt
and our starters haven't gone
long enough In the games. We
need at least 7 or 8 inning# from
cur starters."
Harris doing the job at coaching first. (TJ photo)
Assistant coach Harris con-

Brown leaves intramurals in good shape
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor
Dr. Evans Brown, Jr., intrara vials director, remembers playing in a co-ed softball game
last spring. The players of the
teams were yelling and teasing
each other. In feet, they were
having such a good time playing softball that after the game
ended, the teams had to ask the
scorekeeper who won the game.
"You know how sometimes
something just stands out in
your mind?" Brown leaned back
in his chair. "I can remember
this game as though it happened
yesterday. It is one of the most
significant moments I can remember. To me, it crystallized
what intramurals are all about."
Brown, who will be resigning
after this semester, has found
his job as director of intramurals
immensely rewarding.
He smiled. 'It's fun to watch
•other people having fun," he
said.
Brown came to Winthrop
from Olympia High School in
Columbia.
"I've always wanted to teach
and coach. And I got to that
place where I didn't want to
coach anymore, but I wanted to
teach." So Brown accepted the
joint position as professor and
part-time intramurals director at
Winthrop.
When Brown started working
at the college in August, 1975,
the program included flag football, basketball and softball for
both sexes and soccer for men.
With a full-time enrollment of
less than 2,000 students, Brown
sad he remembers, off-hand,
there were four men's soccer,
flag football and softball teams
and six men's basketball teams.
The women had three flag football teams, six basketball and
Sve softball teams.

"Our program grew out of
what had been started," Brown
said. "It was more or less a
continuation of what others
did." Using a survey taken in
1975 by Ruth Sturgis, in which
students told the activities they
would like to see in intramurals,
Brown started a program.
"In orders of preference, we
took activities that were wanted
on the survey and combined it
with what was^ aiready here
and m*£r our initial start
there," Brown said.
The establishments of sports
clubs and co-rec activities have
been the biggest changes Brawn
has made. Water basketball and
wrestling have been added. Five
sports clubs have been established. Before Brown there were
not any sports dubs. He said
badminton tournaments, handball/racquetball aid basketball
tournaments have been started.
"Basically, that's it, other
than the expansion and participation," Brown said.
The intramural program enjoyed a large enrollment last
year with 2,346 students participating, Brown said. But already, 2400 students are involved this spring.
"I know what I hope accounts for it (enrollment). The
fact that everyone enjoys it and
has a good time. We find the
vast majority participate in more
than one sport, and keep coming back for more," he said.
Personally, Brown likes coed softball the best. It has the
most relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere than any of the
others. Itls not fast-paced Bke
basketball. The game moves
slower and you have more time
to enjoy it and have a good
time, he said.
Brown looked up toward the
ceiling. "Although, co-ed water
basketball is fun, too," he add-

ed.
The satisfying part about the
job is seeing people happy,
Brown said.
During his second or third
year, Brown said he remembers
a basketball game between the
Token Tragedy and a fraternity.
Token Tragedy had only four
players to show up for the
game. In such cases, the team
members can ask their opponents to play with four men,
also, but they have the right to
refuse the request. Token Tragedy asked the fraternity to play
with only four men at a time,
but thefraternityrefused,
having 15 players to show up for
the game. Token Tragedy playing with only four men lost the
game by two points.
Brown said the spectators, a
full crowd that night, gave the.
four players a standing ovation.
The fraternity then fined up and
shook hands with the four men.
Sportsmanship is a big part of
the program, he said.
Intramurals exist for everyone, Brown said. He feels the
awairis system is one of the
biggest strengths of the program.
"We have found first and
foremost, the students Bke it
(the chance to win t-shirts). We
want to please the students.
Also, it has cut down on the
forfeiture rate. People keep playing because they know they
have a chance for recognition."

basketball game. And then, one
time in softball, I went to throw
the ball." But instead of throwing the ball forward, the ball
slipped in Brown's hand and he
ended up throwing the ball to
center field.

ministration or vice president for
He said the future for Winthrop intramurals can only be
bigger and bigger. The softball
complex will be of immense
value to intramurals, he said.

Brown is modest about his
work in intramurals. "I can't
"I'm pleased to see that comthink of anything I've done for plex. That's something I've
Winthrop," he said. He believes worked for since I've been at
that working at Winthrop has Winthrop," he said. "I find it
helped him, though.
ironic that we finally get it and
I'm leaving."
"The philosophy of Winthrop has re-emphasized to me
that people are more important
than things and that Hfe is much
more than just winning ballgames," he said.
Pianist lfcul Martin, assistant professor of music at WinBrown does r.ot have defi- throp College, will present a
nite plans for the future at this recital April 30 ct 8 pjn. at Wintime. There Me three Afferent throp. The program will include
ways to go, he said. He wants to works by Weber, Beethovr^i,
work with intramurals and ( each Loeffler and two pieces I«artin
some more. "Ultimately,I'd Hke composed. There is no charge
to work as vice president of ad- for the recital.

Pvinist
to perform

At registration last year, during a 15-minute time span, 56
intramural t-shirts were counted,
Brown said. "It's satisfying to
me to see the students wearing
the t-shirts."
Along with having fen with
intramurals, Brown has had his
funnier moments. He broke into
a low chuckle. "I almost lost my
bathing suit ono£,.in a ^viratgr

game with Jan Perry, a student who helps with intramurals.
(TJ photo by Tammie Utsey)
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Hardy, Hartis receive Sullivan Awards
By GAYLE YOUNG
TJ managing editor
The Mary Mildred Sullivan
Award and The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award were given
to Jan Hardy and Tim Hartis,
respectively, Tuesday night at
the Honors and Awards Dinner.
"I was very surprised. It
a great honor," Hardy,president
of Omicron Delta Kappa, said.
"It means a lot to me. It is
something I will definitely treasure for-the rest of my life."
"I thank Winthrop so much.
This means more to me than
any award I've received. I just
wish that I could divide it about
24 ways with my fellow JOHNSONIAN workers/' Hartis,
editor of THE JOHNSONIAN,
said.
The recipients of the Sullivan
Awards are chosen by a committee, headed by Dr. Mary T.
LittJc-john, vice president of student affairs. They are given to a
m;ae and female member of the
graduating class who has displayed distinctive service to the
college. These awards are not
given if the committee does
not feel there are students worthy of them.
A Presidential Citation went
to Tommy Mattox, 1981-82
SGA president. President Vail
said Tommy received this award
"for extraordinary services to
the Board of Trustees."
"I thought that everyone that
got an award deserved it,"
Mattox said. 'They ail worked
very hard for it."
This was the first awards
banquet Mattox has been to at
Winthrop. "I didn't know there
were so many smart people
around Winthrop," he said.
The banquet honored outstanding students from Spring
1980-81 to Fall 1981-82. There
were 175 students on the President's List, and 496 students on
the Dean's list during this
time.
Forty-two students received
distinguished scholarships and
awards at the dinner.
Carlos Gonzalez received The
American Legion Award. The
award goes to an outstancfing
Winthrop senior.

Jacob TeasdeS. 15B
Wofford SebdUssfflo
Lisa Ann Ifaftok.
Other
awards and J
Cheryl KBT

Hovermale Scholarship; and
g.wn Marie Hilley, The ARA
ServCo Award.
School of Music awards and
scholarships went to: Melinda

Lowraine Boatwright, The Rock
Hill Music Club Award; linda
Elaine Bowen, The Sallie Claywell Hogan Award; Lendon
Todd Munday, The Presser
Foundation
Scholarship;

Cynthia Marii Stutts, The MeBe
Beach Casey Award; and Eiisabeth Anr.e Hart, The Junior
Women's Club of Rock ifill
Performing Arts Scholarship,

Massey, Tta
P. lane
Prize for f^aSoas:
Woodside.Ti*
in Poetry; and «eadiy Aon
Scoular, The
CoHege of Arte sad Seances
scholarships and -sxtm& went to:
Joni Marie JonesaniMay Kay
Smith, The
Scholarships
Hothersall
Randal.
Memorial
-am and
JSsher, Angela
Pamala Jane
nir.otarMargaret M.
steps;
The
Scholarship: and
Janice
Wray, The Beam SL BroseS
Scholarship.
and scholarships warfe to: Deborah Ann KsigfcL, The Wail
Street Journal Aw®**; Kaye
Dallas Carter ana Magna Thomas Moody, l b s Bsea: ME Savings and Loan .Jamciatian
Awards; and Caskc ted Gonzalez, The Dnoft
School of
and scholarships -wtn£. to: Ginger Lee Afexmtfer an£ Lynda
Gayle Young, Use Dtarothy

fFJ photo by Craig Tucker)

NA1A District 6 tennis tournament went smoothly last Thursday

Grad is up
for award

Kelly Ann Gordon, a May,
1981, Winthrop graduate with a
major
in English and CommuniWooten, The
Sfearip S*fmTarship; and Jars Stab", The cations, has been selected by the
Winthrop chapter of Phi Kappa
HeQams Award.
Phi honor society to apply to
School of
the National Committee of Phi
Kappa Phi to compete for a
to: Jeanue&e Gm
and Carolyn Jam
7^: $4,500 stipendforfirst-year
graduate work. As Winthrop's
applicant for the national stiAward; linda
pend, Miss Gordon willreceivea
The Virginia
award from the local chapScholarship;
ter of Phi Kappa Phi.
DeRossett, The

Public colleges face hard times
(CPS)—An overwhelming majority of state education leaders
expect hard times to continue
for the country's 380 state
colleges and universities, according to a report released by the
Education Commission of the
States.
Over 200 state officials-including governors, legislators,
agency heads, and budget
chiefs-responded to the survey.
Seventy-two percent said they
expect state appropriations for
higher education to lag behind
inflation.
Of the 72 percent, almost
all (94 percent) believe that
tuition will increase as a result of
lagging appropriations, and
roughly 70 percent expect to see
reductions in staff, maintenance,
and capital outlays by universities.
When questioned on the most
important issues facing higher

finance their educations, the report reveals. Due to the cuts in
financial aid and rising tuition
levels. 70 percent of the education leaders say they expect
parents to contribute more to
their children's education, although 43 percent also said they
will expand their state loan
programs to help students.
Grants were the least likely way
that the respondents planned to
provide financial assistance to
students.

Kris hrmiter passes through the crosswalk on his way to claw,
Drivers will have toi watch more carefully for pedestrians. (TJ
photo by Craig Tucker)

Editors selected for
New editors for Winthrop's
three publications have been
selected for the 1982-83 school
year.
Terri Swails will head the
ANTHOLOGY, and Karen Wyer
is the editor-elect for the TATLER. Lynn Reichert has been

publications

selected THE JOHNSONIAN
editor.
Other staff members for THE
JOHNSONIAN are Jeff Stanley,
managing editor; Terri Dietrich,
news editor; John Gannon, feature editor; Lennie Phllyaw,

sports editor; and
Utsey, photo editor.

Tammie

Abo, Becky Bailes, lay-out
editor; linda Wilson, copy editor; Dixie Townsend, ad manager; and Cecilia Gamer, business
manager.

